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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a robust tracking algorithm by sparsely representing the object at both global and
local levels. Accordingly, the algorithm is constructed by two complementary parts: Global Coupled
Learning (GCL) part and Local Consistencies Ensuring (LCE) part. The global part is a discriminative
model which aims to utilize the holistic features of the object via an over-complete global dictionary and
classifier, and the dictionary and classifier are coupled learning to construct an adaptive GCL part. While
in LCE part, we explore the object's local features by sparsely coding the object patches via a local
dictionary, then both temporal and spatial consistencies of the local patches are ensured to refine the
tracking results. Moreover, the GCL and LCE parts are integrated into a Bayesian framework for
constructing the final tracker. Experiments on fifteen benchmark challenging sequences demonstrate
that the proposed algorithm has more effectiveness and robustness than the alternative ten state-of-the-
art trackers.

& 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Visual tracking is an indispensable topic in computer vision,
due to its numerous applications in vehicle navigation, surveil-
lance, and human–computer interaction [1,2]. Although efforts
have been made by many researchers for constructing more
effective trackers in the past years [3–6,40,44], tracking is still a
challenging problem, since only few groundtruth in the first frame
can be used, and the targets may undergo pose variation, occlu-
sion, illumination changing, background cluttering, etc. All these
challenges may contribute to track error and turn to drift.

To design a robust tracker which can handle the aforemen-
tioned challenges, various representation schemes are introduced
into tracking task, such as pixel-based tracker [7], adopted features
based trackers (e.g., texture [8], color [9], sparse-based tracker
[9–23]), description models based trackers (e.g., histogram [15],
subspace representation [11,40]) and multilevel quantization tra-
cker [16]. Among the schemes listed above, sparse representation
is wildly considered to be an effective tool for dealing with the
aforementioned challenges.

As to sparse-based trackers, Mei and Ling [10] sparsely repre-
sent each object in a space spanned by trivial templates to tackle

occlusion, and corruption challenges. Jia et al. [17] propose a
tracking method based on a structural local sparse appearance
model which exploits both local and spatial information of the
target. Moreover, Bai et al. [13] model the object as a sparse linear
combination of structured union of subspaces in a basis library. In
addition, Hong et al. [18] integrate a multi-task and multi-view
sparse learning problem into particle filter framework, which aims
to explore underlying relationships between different particles
and various types of visual features for tracking. However, all these
works only address the foreground samples to construct genera-
tive models while ignoring the information from background.

To add the background information, Liu et al. [19] and Wang
et al. [20] construct discriminative models based on sparse
representation; however, they only encode the local patches of
both object and background, while lose the holistic information
provided by the object. Additionally, Xie et al. [14] utilize the
sparse representation of target and background by combining both
generative model and discriminative model, but they only
encode the object in a holistic level without taking the local
information into consideration. Meanwhile, some other algorithms
also try to integrate both generative and discriminative models for
tracking [24–27]; however, they are not sparse-based algorithms
and they do not exploit the combination of holistic and local
features.

To address the above problems, in this paper, we aim to integrate
the advantages of both discriminative model and generative model to
exploit the holistic and local information from the object. Thus, the
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proposed algorithm is constructed by both global and local parts. In
the global part, we encode holistic information of both object and
background via a global dictionary, then the sparse codes are used to
train a classifier to roughly distinguish the target from the back-
grounds. As to the update scheme, we coupled learning the global
dictionary and classifier instead of updating the dictionary and clas-
sifier as two separate parts as traditional algorithms in [20,21]. In
local part, we first partition the candidates into patches, then use a
local dictionary to encode the patches into sparse codes. Finally,
between two consecutive frames, both temporal and spatial consis-
tencies of the patches are ensured to refine the tracking results.
Moreover, the global part and local part are two complementary
parts which contain both holistic and local information of the object,
and we integrate them into a Bayesian inference framework to
construct the final tracker.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We sparsely represent the object in both global and local levels
via two complementary parts, and these two parts give novel
aspects to utilize the object's holistic and local information for
tracking.

(2) To construct an adaptive GCL part, we employ an online
algorithm to coupled learning of the global dictionary and
classifier.

(3) In LCE part, we propose a new method to calculate the can-
didates' local confidences based on the temporal and spatial
consistencies among the object patches.

Similar with our work, Zhong et al. [31] propose a sparse-based
collaborative model which exploits both holistic and local infor-
mation of the object. But we are different from them in both the
way of sparse representation and the dictionary updating algo-
rithm. Moreover, we use two stage filtering to combine the global
and local parts instead of simply multiplying the confidence values
of the holistic template and local patches in [31], and more
detailed differences between the two trackers will be discussed
in Section 2.

The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we briefly discuss
some related work in Section 2, and the details of our proposed
tracker will be presented in Section 3. Then Section 4 presents the
quantitative and qualitative comparisons between the proposed
algorithm and some state-of-the-art trackers. Finally, conclusions
and future work are followed in Section 5.
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Fig. 2. Workflow of discriminative GCL part, we put both positive and negative samples into Gaussian pyramid, then use the coarse samples to coupled learn Dg and w as
Algorithm 1, when global dictionary and the classifier are learnt, we can encode the test candidates, and obtain the global scores of the candidates by Eq. (5).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of holistic features extraction via Gaussian pyramid. Both
positive and negative samples are put into Gaussian pyramid, and the pyramid
filters and downsamples the original samples, then returns the coarse version of
the samples.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of image partitioning and labeling step. In this paper, we
partition the positive samples via 4�4 grid, and label the patches from 1 to l6
as illustrated above.
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2. Related work

Our work is closely related to two topics: sparse representation
and dictionary learning. Many algorithms have been designed in
these two topics, and good reviews can be found in [2–4]. Next, we
present some most relevant work which motivates our paper and
shows our respect on them.

As introduced in Section 1, there are plentiful literatures which
bring sparse representation into appearance modeling. Wang et al.
[20] encode the local patches inside the object region and
concatenate the sparse codes of these patches to represent the
object, and Yang and Yang [36] decompose the whole image into
patches, and then encode the patches to find the visual saliency in
the image. However, we are different from them that we sparsely
represent both the object and the object patches via two different
dictionaries, because we mine the holistic information in the
whole object and find local features from the sparse codes of
object patches. And Xie et al. [21] try to utilize the local informa-
tion by extracting SIFT features from the object patches; however,
not all the object patches exist in SIFT key points. While in our
local part, we can obtain the sparse codes of all object patches.

As the object and the background do not remain static during
tracking process, the dictionary should be updated on-the-fly to
make the tracker well adapted to the changes. The dictionary
learning algorithms in this paper are inspired by the work of
Mairal et al. [37,39]. They find that task-driven dictionary learning
algorithms show a better result than the traditional data-driven
algorithms when the dictionary is tuned to specific tasks [37]. And
in the global part of our algorithm, our task is to construct a
classifier to classify the sparse codes of object and backgrounds.
Thus we implement a classification-driven algorithm to coupled
learning of the global dictionary and the classifier. Meanwhile,
Yang et al. [28] apply a classification-driven dictionary learning
algorithm for constructing a discriminative model, while our
tracker is a combination of both discriminative global model and
generative local model. In our local part, the goal of the local
dictionary is merely to reconstruct the object patches; in this case,
data-driven dictionary learning algorithms show their superiority.

Thus we turn to an online dictionary learning algorithm proposed
by Mairal and Bach [39] to update local dictionary.

Nevertheless, Zhong et al. [31] also combine the discriminative
and generative model into a collaborative way, and aim to explore
both global and local information of the object. However, for
further comparison, our approach is substantially different with
them in the following aspects:

(1) In the discriminative part, Zhong et al. [31] measure the
discriminative confidence based on the reconstruction error
which is generated by the holistic positive and negative
templates. However, in our algorithm, the holistic information
of the object is obtained through Gaussian pyramid, and we
construct a logistic regression model to classify the potential
target and backgrounds.

(2) In the generative part of Zhong et al. [31], they concatenated
the sparse codes of object patches to represent the object, and
the patches are cropped with overlapped sliding windows.
Nevertheless, in our LCE part, the samples are divided into
non-overlapped patches by a fixed grid, which facilitates the
usage of spatial structure among the patches.

(3) As to the update scheme, Zhong et al. [31] update the negative
templates every several frames, and keeps the positive tem-
plates and the local dictionary fixed in the entire sequence;
apparently, the fixed templates cannot adapt to the changes of
object itself. We are different from them for we design an
algorithm to coupled learning of the global dictionary and
classifier, and our local dictionary is also updated on-the-fly.

3. Proposed algorithm

In this paper, we sparsely represent the image samples at both
global and local levels, then construct two complementary parts
based on these two levels; finally, we integrate the two parts into a
Bayesian inference framework for tracking. More details are
elucidated in the rest of this section.
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Fig. 4. Workflow of generative LCE part. Firstly, we collect the positive samples in the previous frame, then the samples are partitioned and labeled as Fig. 3. Secondly, we
encode the sample patches and obtain the set of sparse code at each position of the samples. Finally, the local scores of the test candidates are obtained by combining both
temporal and spatial consistencies as Eq. (16). Examples of neighbor patches are illustrated in the figure: the neighbors of patch 1 and patch 11 are pointed out by red arrows.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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3.1. Global Coupled Learning (GCL) part

In GCL part, first, we will present how to extract holistic
features of the object via a Gaussian pyramid. Second, the
procedure for global sparse coding and classifier construction is
shown after obtaining the holistic features. The last but not the
least, we will present the coupled learning algorithm to update the
global dictionary and classification parameters.

3.1.1. Coarse representation via Gaussian pyramid
Some image features undetected at one resolution may be

easily be spotted at another [29]. Thus, the coarse representation
of the images gives a new aspect to mine the objects' information,
especially when the target objects are large in size or high in
contrast [30].

In this part, we explore the global information of the samples
via Gaussian pyramid. Image pyramid is a collection of multi-
resolution images arranged in the shape of a pyramid, and the
resolution of the image is set in a decreasing way from bottom to
top in the pyramid. Between two adjacent layers, we first smooth

the higher resolution images by a symmetric Gaussian kernel, then
downsample to get the lower resolution representation of the
image. Let IO denote the original images; the new layer images of
Gaussian pyramid IC can be calculated as

ICði; jÞ ¼
X
km ;kn

Wðkm; knÞIOð2i�km;2j�knÞ ð1Þ

where Ið�Þði; jÞ denotes the pixel value at position ði; jÞ in the image
Ið�Þ, andWðkm; knÞ is a Gaussian kernel, km and kn denote the indices
of the Gaussian kernel.

As shown in Fig. 1, we crop both positive and negative samples
from the image frame, then select 2D Gaussian kernel to filter the
samples, and the coarse version samples are obtained by down-
sampling in the higher layer. These coarse samples are deemed
better than the original samples in the capturing of the objects'
holistic features [30].

3.1.2. Global sparse coding and classifier constructing
In our GCL part, an over-complete dictionary is used to encode

the image samples into sparse codes, and we construct a dis-
criminative model to classify the sparse codes of target and
background.

We extract the overlapped positive samples from a circular
object region specified by JLposS�Lpos JoCinner , and draw negative
samples in an annular area which satisfies Cinnerr JLnegS�Lpos Jo
Couter , where Lpos ¼ ½xpos; ypos� denotes the centers of the tracking
result. Cinner and Couter are the thresholds of the circle and annular
area respectively, and LposS; LnegS denote the centers of positive and
negative candidates respectively. Without loss of generality, the
size of the samples is set as the same as the labeled target object.

Let χ ¼ fX1;X2;…;XngARdn�n be the collection of original
training samples, and y¼ fy1; y2;…; yng are the corresponding
labels, where yiAf�1;1g. Accordingly, putting the original sam-
ples on the bottom layer of Gaussian pyramid, then x¼ fx1; x2;
…; xngARd�n is the coarse version of the training samples obtained
by the pyramid illustrated in Fig. 1, where xi is obtained from Xi,
thus d¼ dn=4.

Given a learned over-complete global dictionary DgARd�k; d
ok (g is a symbol for global),1 sample xi can be encoded as
αiARN :

αi ¼ arg min
αi ARk

1
2
‖xi�Dgαi‖22þλJαi J1 ð2Þ

where λ is the parameter to control l1-penalty. The equation is the
Lasso regression which can lead to sparsity in αi, and can be solved
efficiently [33–35]. Transferred by the global dictionary, the visual
information in the sparse code αi is more informative than in xi
[32,36].

After all training samples fxi; yigni ¼ 1 are encoded into sparse
codes fαi; yigni ¼ 1 through Eq. (2), we train a classifier to distinguish
the object from the background. The loss function can be defined
as

Fðw;DÞ ¼ γ
2
‖w‖22þ

Xn
i ¼ 1

Liðyi;w;αiðxi;DgÞÞ ð3Þ

where w is the classification parameter, and γ denotes a coefficient
to control the regularization. αiðxi;DgÞ means the sparse code of xi,
and the variables in the bracket denote that αi depend on both
dictionary Dg and the sample vector xi. We use the notations
αi9αiðxi;DgÞ and Li9Liðyi;w;αiðxi;DgÞÞ for simplification in the
following sections. The function Lið�Þ can be defined by logistical

GCL part Bayesian
Inference
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Resampling

Local 
dictionary 
learning
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learning 

dictionary and 
classifier 

Sampling
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Fig. 5. Overview of the proposed Global–Local Tracker. Suppose the tracker draw
particles set X in the t-th frame according to the target state in frame t�1. Firstly,
the particles are sent into GCL part to roughly locate target by pruning the particles
with global scores. Secondly, the remaining particles Xn are sent to LCE part to
calculate the local scores. Thirdly, both global score gðXnÞ and local score f ðXnÞ are
put into the Bayesian tracking framework and the state and observation of the
object in frame t are estimated. To construct an adaptive tracker, we update the
global and local models on-the-fly.

Table 1
Challenges of the test sequences.

Video Pose Illumination Occlusion Scaling Motion Cluttering

car4 � √‡ � √† √ √
cliffbar √‡ � � √‡ √† √‡

coke11 √ √‡ √‡ � √‡ √†

davidin √‡ √† � √‡ √ �
Deer √ � √ � √‡ √
dudek √‡ � √ √ √‡ √
faceocc � � √‡ � � �
faceocc2 √† √ √‡ � √ �
girl √‡ √ √‡ √† √‡ √†

Jumping √ � � � √‡ √
Liquor √ � √‡ √† √ √‡

Mhyang √ √ � √ √ �
Suv � � √‡ � √ √†

sylv √‡ √‡ � √ √‡ √†

trellis70 √ √‡ � � √ √

‡denotes severe variation, illumination/scale changes, occlusion, fast random
motion or cluttered background.
† denotes modest variation, illumination/scale changes, local occlusion, random
motion or cluttered background.

1 To prevent the l2-norm of dictionary from being arbitrarily large, each column
of dictionary has been constrained to have l2-norms less than or equal to one.
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regression loss as follows:

Liðy;w;αiÞ ¼ log ð1þe�yiw
Tαi Þ ð4Þ

Once w and Dg are learnt, given a test candidate Xn, first, we
obtain its coarse version xn as in Fig. 1, then encode xn into αn via
global dictionary. The global score of the candidate Xn can be
calculated as

gðXnÞ ¼ 1
1þe�wTαn

ð5Þ

Apparently, the higher score a candidate gets, the bigger chance
that it will be the target.

3.1.3. Coupled learning algorithm
As both target and backgrounds may undergo unpredictable

challenges during the tracking procedure, we must update the
global dictionary and classifier on-the-fly to construct an adaptive
GCL model. In this paper, we obtain the dictionary Dg and
classification parameter w by minimizing Eq. (3). Although αi is
not differentiable because of the sparsity, we can still solve the
minimization model through Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
by our coupled learning2 algorithm.

The derivatives of F with respect to w and D are

∂F
∂w

¼ γwþ
Xn
i ¼ 1

∂Li
∂w

¼ γw�
Xn
i ¼ 1

yiαi
e�yiw

Tαi

1þe�yiwTαi
ð6Þ

∂F
∂Dg ¼

Xn
i ¼ 1

∂Li
∂Dg ¼

Xn
i ¼ 1

∂Li
∂αi

∂αi

∂Dg ð7Þ

However, it is a trouble to calculate the gradients in Eq. (7)
because of the sparsity in αi. Noting that αi is uniformly Lipschitz
continuous, it is differentiable except the points where the set of
nonzero elements of αi change, thus Eq. (7) can be calculated as
follows.

The fixed point equation of Eq. (2) is established as

DgT ðDgαi�xiÞ ¼ �λ signðαiÞ ð8Þ
where signðαiÞ indicates the sign of the elements in αi, and
signð0Þ ¼ 0. Calculating the derivative w.r.t. Dg on both sides of
Eq. (8), we can obtain

∂αiΛ

∂Dg ¼ ðDg
ΛTD

g
ΛÞ�1 ∂Dg

ΛTαiΛ

∂Dg �∂Dg
ΛTD

g
Λ

∂Dg

 !
ð9Þ

where Λ is the indices of nonzero elements in αi. Then the partial
derivative of Li w.r.t. Dg can be obtained by

∂Li
∂Dg ¼

∂Li
∂αi

∂αi

∂Dg ¼ �DgθαT
i þðx�DgαiÞθT ð10Þ

where θ is an auxiliary variable

θΛ ¼ 0; θΛ ¼ ðDg
ΛTD

g
ΛÞ�1 ∂Li

∂αiΛ
ð11Þ

Λ denotes the indices of zero coefficients in αi, and
∂Li=∂αi ¼ �yiw

Te�yiw
Tα=ð1þe�yiw

TαÞ.
Until now, we have obtained the gradients of Li w.r.t. Dg and w,

then we can use SGD to learn both of them, and the details of the
coupled learning algorithm are presented in Algorithm 1. Inspired

Local score
f(x)=0.865

GLTobservation
p(x|s)=0.573

Local score
f(x)=0.805

GLTobservation
p(x|s)=0.66

Local score
f(x)=0.796

GLTobservation
p(x|s)=0.457

Local score
f(x)=0.337

GLTobservation
p(x|s)=0.657

Local score
f(x)=0.896

GLTobservation
p(x|s)=0.903

Local score
f(x)=0.757

GLTobservation
p(x|s)=0.869

False
estimation
happens

LocalT
estimation

GLT
estimation

Drifting

Robust

Global dictionary for #312
Positive samples cropped in 

#311 by LocalT Local dictionary for #312

Fig. 6. Comparison between GLT and LocalT. LocalT drifting once false estimation happens, while GLT can conquer this limitation by adding GCL part. The first row shows the
comparison between LocalT and GLT shownwith bounding boxes, the second row is the quantitative analysis between LocalT and GLT according to the first row, and the third
row shows the local and global dictionary in LocalT and GLT respectively. The local dictionary is learned by the positive samples from 311, and since LocalT gives a false
estimation in 311, the local dictionary of LocalT leads to drift in the following frames. However, the global dictionary of GLT retains the correct templates in the previous
frames; in this case, it is helpful to avoid drifting. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

2 Learning by computing the gradients on Dg �w jointly instead of updating Dg

and w separately, thus the gradients on the dictionary and classifier are coupled
with each other.
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by Mairal et al. [37], the global dictionary Dg
0 is initiated by the

positive samples3 using SPAMS toolbox [38]. With the initial
dictionary Dg

0, we encode the training samples into sparse codes,
and optimize arg minwARd

Pn
i ¼ 1 log ð1þe�yiw

Tαi Þ to initialize w0.
To avoid the number of training samples increasing linearly, we
only use the samples from 5 recently acquired frames to update
our global model.

Algorithm 1. Coupled learning of global dictionary and classifier.

Input:
Training samples from the second layer of Gaussian
x¼ fx1; x2;…; xng with labels y¼ fy1; y2;…; yng; initial
dictionary Dg

0ARd�k; dok; initial classifier parameter

w0ARd; regularization coefficient λ and γ; initial learning
rate ρ0, iterate number T.

Output:
Global dictionary Dg and classification parameter w.

1: for t¼1 to T
2: Permute training samples x;
3: for i¼1 to n do
4: Sparse coding xi into αi through Eq. (2) using LARS

[33];

5: Calculate θ according to Eq. (11);
6: Calculate ∂Li

∂wt� 1
¼ �yiαi

e
� yiw

T
t � 1

αi

1þ e
� yiw

T
t � 1

αi
;

7: Calculate ∂Li
∂Dg

t � 1
according to Eq. (10);

8: end for
9: Choose the learning rate ρt ¼min ρ0;

ρ0 i
t

n o
;

10: Update classification parameter and dictionary:
wt ¼wt�1�ρtðγwt�1� ∂Li

∂wt � 1
Þ;

Dg
t ¼Dg

t�1�ρt
∂Li

∂Dg
t � 1

;

11: end for
12: Return Dg ¼Dg

t ;w¼wt;

The workflow of the GCL part is presented in Fig. 2. We
construct a discriminative model to generate a global score to
each candidate, and coupled learn dictionary and classifier to keep
the model adaptive to changes.

3.2. Local Consistencies Ensuring (LCE) part

We have formed a discriminative global part up to now. In this
section, we construct our local part as a generative model. Our
local algorithm is based on two observations from the object
patches: (a) Temporal consistency. Two successive observations of
the object are similar with each other; accordingly, the patches at
the same position in the object region are also similar in two
consecutive observations. (b) Spatial consistency. The relative

Global score
g(x)=0.876

GLT observation 
p(x|s)=0.769

Global score
g(x)=0.853

GLT observation 
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p(x|s)=0.868

Global score
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p(x|s)=0.856

Glpbal score
g(x)=0.795

GLT observation 
p(x|s)=0.817

Global score
f(x)=0.836

GLT observation 
p(x|s)=0.896
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GlobalT
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Global dictionary for #77
Positive samples cropped in #76 

by GLT  Local dictionary for #77

Fig. 7. Comparison between GLT and GlobalT. GlobalT cannot give satisfactory classified confidence when the target in the following frames has big differences with it in the
previous frames; however, GLT gives more robust performance by keeping the local consistencies under such a case. The first row shows the comparison between GlobalT
and GLT with bounding boxes, the second row is the quantitative analysis between GlobalT and GLT according to the first row, and the third row shows the global and local
dictionary in GlobalT and GLT respectively. The global dictionary for 77 cannot well encode the blurry target, then drifting happens. However, the local part of GLT can
alleviate this problem by keeping the local consistencies between two successive frames. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the
web version of this paper.)

3 Taking the complexity of Algorithm 1 and the efficiency of our tracker into
consideration, all samples put into Algorithm 1 are from the second layer of
Gaussian. These samples not only keep the global information but also reduce the
dimension of the original samples. Thus the sparse coding of these samples is much
faster than the encoding of the original samples.
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positions of the object patches will not change in two successive
frames, i.e., if one patch is treated as the object patch, it is
reasonable to believe that the neighbors of this patch are also
object patches. A local score for each candidate is calculated to
refine the tracking results according to both temporal and spatial
consistencies, and LCE part is implemented as follows.

3.2.1. Object partitioning and labeling
As shown in Fig. 3, each target is located by a bounding box.

Unlike most previous work which obtains the local patches by
using overlapped sliding windows [20,21,31], we partition the
bounding box via h� h grid, then get h2 non-overlapped patches
for each object. The patches are labeled by f1;2;…;h2g according
to their positions at the object, and we use the labels to index the
positions of the patches in the object region.

3.2.2. Local sparse coding and local score calculation
Since our local consistency hypotheses are built between two

consecutive frames, we only need to tackle L positive samples
cropped in a single previous frame. For each positive sample Xi, we
get h2 patches fpijgh

2

j ¼ 1 through object partitioning step. pij means
the j-th patch in sample Xi, where pijARm, i¼ 1;2;…; L,
j¼ 1;2;…;h2. The patches of the positive samples are encoded
by a local dictionary in the same way as Eq. (2). However, unlike
global dictionary learning algorithm as Algorithm 1, we update the
local dictionary with an online data-driven dictionary learning
algorithm proposed by Mairal et al. [39], and the local dictionary is

trained by numerous patches from positive samples in every
frame. Readers who are interested in the learning algorithm can
refer to [39] for more details.

Given the local dictionary, the positive patches fpijg are turned
into sparse code fαl

ijg, αl
ijARkn (l is a symbol for local, mokn). For

each position in the object region, we get the average of patches'
sparse codes as

α l
j ¼

1
L

XL
i ¼ 1

αl
ij ð12Þ

where α l
j denotes the average vector of positive patches with label j.

Given a candidate Xn in current frame, we partition it into h2

patches as Fig. 3 and encode them as fαln
j g

h2

j ¼ 1
via the local

dictionary. Then, the reliability of the candidate can be assessed
by the similarity between candidates and the positive samples

TðXnÞ ¼ 1

h2

Xh2
j ¼ 1

simðα l
j;α

ln
j Þ ð13Þ

where simð�; �Þ can be any metric for similarity measurement. In
this paper, we use cosine similarity between the candidate patch

αln
j and the corresponding average vector α l

j for measurement.

simðαln
j ;α

l
jÞ ¼ ðαln

j

�!
� α l

j

!
Þ=j αln

j

�!
j jα l

j

!
j , where fα l

jg
h2

j ¼ 1
are provided by

the positive samples which cropped in the previous frame.

Fig. 8. Frame-by-frame CPE comparison between GLT, GlobalT and LocalT. These four datasets are representative datasets which cover all the challenges in Table 1. We can
see GLT outperforms the other two algorithms.
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As shown in Eq. (13), the target candidate may get a bigger Tð�Þ,
and vice versa. Obviously, TðXnÞ enforces the target estimation Xn

similar with the positive samples cropped in the previous frame,
thus it ensures the consistency of the object in temporal domain.

Moreover, we are also interested in the spatial relationship
among object patches. The motivation of our spatial consistency is
to make a compact relationship among object patches to promote
our tracker. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the candidates are partitioned
by a fixed grid, and the position of the image patches is indexed by
some fixed labels. Since the appearance of the object will not
change much in two successive frames, thus the relative position
of the labeled object patches is deemed to be fixed. For instance,
given a candidate X which partitioned and labeled as in Fig. 3, and
the patch with label 6 in X is deemed to be the object patch. In this
case, if the patches around patch 6 (patch 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11) are
also calculated to be the object patches, then the candidate X is the
result with high confidence. Nevertheless, if most neighbors of
patch 6 are not the object patches, it means that patch 6 maybe
just a similar patch in the background. From this perspective,
keeping the spatial consistency is helpful to deal with mild
cluttering challenge.

Our spatial confidence among the patches is defined as

SðXnÞ ¼ 1

h2
Xh2
j ¼ 1

φjðτ;XnÞ
jNðj;XnÞj

X
kANðj;XnÞ

∐ðφjðτ;XnÞ;φkðτ;XnÞÞ ð14Þ

where Nðj;XnÞ denotes the set of neighbor patches for j-th patch in
Xn, and jNðj;XnÞj is the number of elements in the set. ∐ is an
indicator function equaling one for the same input, and φjðτ;XnÞ

judges whether the j-th patch in Xn is a part of the object or not:

φjðτ;XnÞ ¼ 1 if simðα l
j;α

ln
j Þ4τ

0 otherwise

(
ð15Þ

where φjðτ;XnÞ ¼ 1 means that j-th patch in Xn is an object patch
with high confidence, and τ is the threshold to control this
confidence. We can see if the j-th patch is the object patch, the
more its neighbors are judged to be the object patches, the bigger
the second term will be. Whereas, in case Xn is an outlier or the
j-th patch is suffered from changing or occlusion, φjðτ;XnÞ ¼ 0,
then neighbors of j-th patch make no difference to the local score.
Since we take patches' neighbors into consideration, thus spatial
information is utilized in Eq. (14).

Taking both the temporal and spatial consistency into consid-
eration, we define the local score of the candidate as

f ðXnÞ ¼ TðXnÞþSðXnÞ ð16Þ
where the two terms on the right side ensure the temporal and the
spatial consistencies. The workflow of LR part is shown in Fig. 4,
and illustrated by the figure, where we show how to define the
neighbors of the object patches.

3.3. Online tracking based on Bayesian inference

In this section, we will explicit how to integrate GCL and LCE
part into tracking framework based on Bayesian inference and
particle filter [9]. Let X̂1:t ¼ fX̂1; X̂2;…; X̂ tg denote the observations
of target up to time t, and s1:t ¼ fs1; s2;…; stg denote the target
states corresponding to the observations. As the motion of target

Fig. 9. Frame-by-frame CPE among sparse-based trackers, we can see that GLT shows the outperformance in nearly all the benchmark datasets.
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between two consecutive frames is modeled by affine transforma-
tion, we set si ¼ fsix; siy;θi; sci; εi;ψ ig, where six; siy;θi; sci; εi;ψ i are
the parameters for affine transformation, which denote x; y trans-
lation, rotation angle, scale, aspect ratio, and skew direction at
frame i respectively. The target state st can be calculated by the
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation as

st ¼ arg max
st

pðst j X̂1:tÞ ð17Þ

According to Bayesian rule, pðst j X̂1:tÞ can be inferred recursively by
pðst j X̂1:tÞppðX̂ t j stÞpðst j X̂1:t�1Þ, where pðX̂ t j stÞ is the observation
model and pðst j X̂1:t�1Þ ¼

R
pðst j st�1Þpðst�1 j X̂1:t�1Þ dst�1. pðst j st�1Þ

is the affine motion model. Similar with [20], the motion model is set

as Gaussian distribution pðst j st�1Þ ¼N ðst ; st�1;ΣÞ, the elements in
diagonal covariance matrix Σ are the variances of the affine para-
meters. We implement the integration of global and local score in the
observation model as

pðX̂ t j stÞpρgðX̂ tÞþð1�ρÞf ðX̂ tÞ ð18Þ

where gðX̂ tÞ is the global score of X̂ t according to Eq. (5), f ðX̂ tÞ denotes
the local score of X̂ t according to Eq. (16), and ρ is the coefficient to
balance the weight between global score and local score.

Unlike Zhong et al. [31] combine global and local models by
simply multiplying the confidences of the two parts together, we
use two stages filtering to integrate our GCL and LCE part:

Fig. 10. Frame-by-frame CPE between GLT and other state-of-the-art trackers, GLT performs better than them in nearly all the benchmark datasets.

Table 2
Success Rate of the trackers. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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Table 3
Average CPE of the trackers. (For interpretation of the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 11. Benchmark sequences with illumination, scaling and cluttering challenges.
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� Stage 1: Suppose Np particles are drawn to estimate the target
state, then our global part is used for roughly locating the
candidates. We take the particles into GCL part, and retain the
top K (KoNp)4 particles while delete the left behind according
to their global scores. The hypothesis behind this strategy is
that the particles with low global scores may not be good
estimations.

� Stage 2: We only have the K particles for further computation
after Stage 1. Then the global scores and the local scores are
combined to refine the top-K estimations according to the
motion and observation model as Eqs. (17) and (18).

There are mainly two benefits for our two stages filtering. On
the one side, we can reduce the computation complexity, because
we only need to calculate K particles' local scores in stage 2 instead
of tackling all candidates in the local model as [31]. On the other

side, we can tune the weight between global and the local parts to
make the model adaptive to some specific tracking task if needed,
e.g., some extreme sequences which the global or local feature
take the dictatorial role in the representation of the objects. The
workflow of our Global–Local Tracking (GLT) algorithm is pre-
sented in Fig. 5.

Two stages framework can also be found in (BPR)-L1 tracker
[23]. In this paper, Mei et al. try to prune particles before solving
the computational l1 minimization. They calculate least squares
error bound in stage 1, and use two step testing to select proper
particles in stage 2. However, their main effort of these two stages
is to remove the unreasonable particles under particle filter
framework. Obviously, our two stages filtering is different from
them in both purpose and approaches.

4. Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the proposed tracker, fifteen
benchmarks are collected for comparison, and the challenges of the
benchmarks are listed in Table 1. In addition, ten state-of-the-art

Fig. 12. Benchmark sequences with occlusion and pose variation challenges.

4 In our experiments, K is set to a fixed value as K ¼Np=2. However, K can also
be a flexible variable controlled by a predefined threshold τ0, i.e., K can be the
number of particles whose global scores are over τ0 ð0oτ0o1Þ.
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trackers are compared with GLT algorithm on the benchmark video
sequences; they are OAB [41], FragTrack [43], IVT [40], L1T [10], NNT
[45], MIL [44], ODLSR [20], MTT [22], CT [42], and Collaborative
Tracker (CollaT) [31]. We use the publicly available source codes and
keep the original implementations of these trackers provided by
their authors.

4.1. GLT parameters setting

In this paper, the radius of the positive sampling region Cinner is
empirically set to 3 (in pixel), and the outer radius of the negative
sampling annular Couter is set to 20 (in pixel). Each sample in our
experiments is resized to 32�32. In GCL part, the low-resolution
representations at the second layer of Gaussian pyramid are used to
capture the global features of the training samples, thus the dimension
of the coarse samples is d¼256, and we set the column number of
global dictionary as k¼ 1:2d. λ in Eq. (2) is empirically set to 0.15, and
γ ¼ 0:1 in Eq. (6). For the LCE part, parameters of l1-penalty are the
same with those in GCL part, and the column of the local dictionary is
set as 1.2 times of the patch dimension. The belief controlling thresh-
old τ in Eq. (15) is empirically set to 0.55, and the trade-off between
global score and local score is controlled by ρ in Eq. (18). It is various

according to different targets, so we choose it from two values, 0.4 and
0.6, for ρ in the experiments. Implemented in MATLAB with MEX, our
algorithm runs at 0.5 fps with 600 particles on a standard i5 3.20 GHz
computer.

4.2. Evaluation metrics

One of the common metrics for quantitative comparison is
Central-Pixel Error (CPE), which is defined as the Euclidean
distance (in pixel) between the center of the predicted bounding
box BBP and its groundtruth bounding box BBG. This metric reveals
the positional error between estimation and groundtruth. How-
ever, a good tracker should not only estimate the position of the
target center, but also make the predicted bounding box cover
more body of the object while contain less background. In such
case, we also refer to Success Rate (SR) for quantitative compar-
ison. A tracker is considered to capture the target successfully
when the overlapped percentage of the predictive area and
the groundtruth area satisfies areaðBBP \ BBGÞ=areaðBBP [ BBGÞ
450%, and SR¼Ns=Nw � 100%, where Ns and Nw denote the
number of successfully tracked frames and whole video frames
respectively.

Fig. 13. Benchmark sequences with out of plane rotation and abrupt notation challenges.
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4.3. Analyzing the performance of global and local algorithm

In this section, we aim to experimentally prove the importance
of our collaborative model GLT. To analyze the contribution of GCL
part and LCE part respectively, we separate our algorithm to form
Global Tracker (GlobalT) and Local Tracker (LocalT).

LocalT is a generative model which generates a local score for each
candidate according to the temporal and spatial consistencies of the
object patches. As we only calculate the similarity between two
successive frames, and once the tracker gives a false estimation in
one frame, it will lose the target in the following frames. Such case can
be illustrated in Fig. 6. The result of LocalT is bounded in red, and the
GLT is in green. When false estimation happens in 311, the local score
of the LocalT's result is bigger than the GLT's estimation in 312 (0.865
vs 0.337),5 because the outlier is more similar with the false estimation
in 311. The error continues to accumulate in 313 and 314, and turns to
drift in the following frames. However, GLT can conquer this limitation
through the integration of GCL part. As our global dictionary and
classifier are constructed by the positive samples in long life-span
instead of two successive frames as LCE part, the groundtruth in 312
can get a bigger GLT score (0.657 vs 0.573), thus we can see GLT selects
more correct candidate than LocalT in 312 and rectifies the error in
313 and 314.

Nevertheless, the discriminative GlobalT also finds its limita-
tion when the observation of target suffered from the unexpected
change. In this case, the object in the following frames may have
big differences with it in the previous frames, thus the true object
may be divided into outlier by GlobalT. As we can see in Fig. 7, the
result of GlobalT is bounded in red, and the GLT is in green.
GlobalT gives unsatisfactory estimations because of the blur.
However, we can easily find that the target keeps its local
consistencies regardless of blur, i.e. the target is similar in 77,
78 and 79, thus the LCE part contributes to the robustness of GLT
under this situation.

To make further comparisons, we select cliffbar, dudek, faceocc2,
trellis70 video sequences among the fifteen benchmarks to show the
performance of GLT, GlobalT and LocalT, and these four sequences
cover all the challenges in Table 1. Fig. 8 shows the frame-by-frame
CPE of the trackers in the four representative sequences, and it
illustrates that GLT performs better than GlobalT and LocalT in all four
sequences. The reason may lie in that GlobalT only captures the
information of the target objects in a global way, but it loses the local
information of the object. While LocalT aims to ensure local consis-
tencies between target patches between two consecutive frames, on
the one hand, it ignores the global features of the object, on the other
hand, the hypothesis of local consistencies is only effective in a short
period of time, thus it may be prone to drift. To sum up, GlobalT and
LocalT are two complementary parts, only by integrating them into
GLT, we can get a desirable tracker.

4.4. Quantitative comparison

As GLT is based on sparse representation, we want to see the
comparison between our algorithm and other sparse-based track-
ers. And among the state-of-the-art alternative trackers, L1T,
ODLSR, MTT, CollaT are all sparse-based tracking algorithms, thus
we choose them for comparison at first. The frame-by-frame CPE
are shown in Fig. 9, and the result demonstrates the superiority of
GLT over the alternative sparse-based trackers.

Besides sparse-based trackers, plenty of other tracking algorithms
have been proposed to tackle tracking challenges. Such as (1) OAB
proposes an online AdaBoost feature selection method to distinguish

targets from complex background. (2) FragTrack is a generative model,
it tracks based on the votes from image fragments, and shows effective
performance in dealing with occlusion challenge. (3) IVT incrementally
learns a low-dimensional subspace representation, which adapts to
the targets' appearance efficiently. (4) MIL constructs a classifier which
bootstraps itself, and uses multiple instance learning to avoid drifting.
(5) NNT combines nearest-neighbor classifier with a novel feature
selection method to form a tracking-by-detection framework. (6) CT is
a discriminative model which compresses positive and negative
samples using the same sparse measurement matrix and constructs
a binary classifier to distinguish target from backgrounds. These
trackers are all state-of-the-art algorithms which were popular in
the past years. We have shown that our algorithm outperforms some
sparse-based trackers in the previous section, now illustrated in
Fig. 10; we show that GLT also outperforms the famous algorithms
listed above in nearly all the benchmark datasets.

Additionally, to make the comparison between different track-
ers more explicit, we list the SR metric and the average CPE (in
pixel) of all the algorithms in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. The best
results are shown in red, and the second best in blue, and the
second column of Table 2 presents the frame number of the
sequences. As illustrated in the tables, our algorithm achieves
outstanding results in both SR and average CPE metric comparing
with the alternative trackers, and the averages of SR and CPE are
listed in the bottom row of Tables 2 and 3, which reveal that GLT
gives the best results, and it is superior to the second best results
significantly.

4.5. Qualitative comparison

Figs. 11–13 show the bounding boxes in some key frames. The
challenges listed in Table 1 happen in these key frames dramati-
cally, it is much difficult for tracking in these frames, thus the
qualitative analysis in these key frames is meaningful to evaluate
the performance of trackers.

4.5.1. Illumination, scaling and cluttering challenges
Severe illumination challenges can be found in car4 and

trellis70 sequences. As shown in Fig. 11(a), nearly all the trackers
capture the target before 85; however, most trackers begin to drift
around 200 as the target drives into shadow. When the car is back
to sunshine at 232, the error of some trackers becomes larger. The
same case can be found in trellis70, which combines both severe
illumination and pose challenges. However, the object's holistic
profile is relatively stable in these sequences, thus our global part
guarantees the performance of GLT under this circumstance.

Scaling challenge exists in most benchmark videos. As shown in
Fig. 11(b) 78 and 270, the scale of the target reaches 3.6, and other
benchmarks like car4 in Fig. 11(a) and girl in Fig. 13(c) are also suffered
from severe scaling. The performance on these videos demonstrates
the effectiveness of GLT in dealing with scaling challenge.

In this paper, we define cluttering as high similarity between
foreground and background. Fig. 11(b) and (c) reveals severely
cluttered challenge. As illustrated in Fig. 11(b) 78 and 152, people
cannot even distinguish the boundary of the target with their own
eyes. While in Fig. 11(c), there exist many similar bottles around the
target which throw a big problem to discriminative models, and nearly
all the trackers do not give satisfactory performance on these two
videos as we can see in Tables 2 and 3. In cliffbar sequence, some
background patches also get high local scores as the object patches
because of the similarity between foreground and background, which
contribute to the false tracking of GLT, thus our tracker only achieves
the third best result in SR and average CPE metric. While the reason
for the outperformance of CT may lie in that it extracts numerous
features from multi-scale image space which is helpful to obtain more

5 We can compare the local scores between LocalT and GLT in 312, because
they share the same previous observation in 311.
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information to distinguish target and background. In Liquor sequence,
most of the trackers lose the target in the key frames presented in
Fig. 11(c) due to drastic cluttering and occlusion challenges; however,
our tracker still shows robust performance in this dataset compared
with other algorithms.

4.5.2. Occlusion and pose variation challenges
As shown in Fig. 12, occlusion exists in most of the frames of

coke11, faceocc, faceocc2 and Suv sequences, and part occlusion also
happens around 104 in dudek. In the local part of GLT, we partition
the object into patches, then calculate an average local score based
on the object patches, thereby, these steps can effectively handle
the occlusion challenge. The results in the key frames presented in
Fig. 12 (e.g., 184 in (a), 104 and 183 in (b) and most key frames in
(c), (d) and (e)) demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm in tackling with occlusion.

Pose variation exists in many selected benchmarks, and besides
(b) and (d) in Fig. 12, Fig. 11(b), (d) and (e) and all sequences in Fig. 13
also exist various pose challenges. Pose change can be addressed by
utilizing the global profile of the object and sparse representation. In
most key frames with pose variation presented in the figures, we can
see that GLT catch the object precisely with the bounding boxes.

4.5.3. Out of plane rotation and abrupt motion
Out of plane rotation is a special case of pose variation, and it is

one of the biggest challenges in pose challenge. In Fig. 13(e), slyv
suffered from frequent out-of-plane pose variety. At 170 of Fig. 13(a)
and 85, 112, and 187 of Fig. 13(c), the objects in these frames are
totally different from the observation in their first frame, thus it is
prone to drift around these frames. However, we find that the local
features of the object will not change much between two consecu-
tive frames, thus our local part contributes to the outperformance of
GLT in the frames listed above.

As to the motion challenge, GLT addresses it by drawing the
candidates around the tracking result in the previous frame through
particle filter framework. We experimentally prove that the proposed
algorithm can overcome motion challenge in most test sequences.
Additionally, abrupt motion is one of the extreme cases in motion
challenge, and experiments also show the robustness of GLT when
faced with the abrupt motion in Fig. 13(b) and (d).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel algorithm which aims to
mine the global and local information of the object via two level
sparse representation. In GCL part, we extracted the samples'
holistic features based on Gaussian pyramid and over-complete
global dictionary, then a classifier was constructed to roughly
estimate the locations of the object. In LCE part, the candidates
were partitioned into patches, then we encoded the patches via a
local dictionary. Both temporal and spatial consistencies of the
patches were ensured to refine the tracking results. We have
shown that GCL and LCE parts are two complementary parts
which achieve the best performance by integrating them together.

To design an adaptive tracking model, in GCL part, the global
dictionary and classification parameters were coupled learnt
instead of updating dictionary and classifier separately. The local
dictionary in LCE part was updated by a robust online dictionary
learning method in every frame. Experiments on fifteen represen-
tative benchmarks have shown that our algorithm outperformed
the alternative state-of-the-art algorithms.

As shown in the experiments, our tracker did not give satisfac-
tory results when the targets and the backgrounds were extremely
similar. Thus our future work will try to introduce a graph model
between the object patches, and construct more compact

relationships among object patches to alleviate the error caused
by background severe cluttering. Additionally, improving the
speed and accuracy of sparse coding and dictionary learning
algorithms is also an open issue which can be studied.
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